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Abstract 28 

Mimivirus is the prototype of the Mimiviridae family of giant dsDNA viruses. Little is known 29 

about the organization of the 1.2 Mb genome inside the membrane-limited nucleoid filling the 30 

~0.5 µm icosahedral capsids. Cryo-electron microscopy, cryo-electron tomography and 31 

proteomics revealed that it is encased into a ~30 nm diameter helical protein shell surprisingly 32 

composed of two GMC-type oxidoreductases, which also form the glycosylated fibrils 33 

decorating the capsid. The genome is arranged in 5- or 6-start left-handed super-helices, with 34 

each DNA-strand lining the central channel. This luminal channel of the nucleoprotein fiber is 35 

wide enough to accommodate oxidative stress proteins and RNA polymerase subunits 36 

identified by proteomics. Such elegant supramolecular organization would represent a 37 

remarkable evolutionary strategy for packaging and protecting the genome, in a state ready 38 

for immediate transcription upon unwinding in the host cytoplasm. The parsimonious use of 39 

the same protein in two unrelated substructures of the virion is unexpected for a giant virus 40 

with thousand genes at its disposal. 41 

  42 
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Introduction 43 

Giant viruses were discovered with the isolation of Mimivirus from Acanthamoeba 44 

species (1, 2). These viruses now represent a highly diverse group of dsDNA viruses 45 

infecting unicellular eukaryotes (3) which play important roles in the environment (4–6). 46 

They also challenge the canonical definitions of viruses (7, 8) as they can encode central 47 

translation components (2, 9) as well as a complete glycosylation machinery (10, 11) 48 

among other unique features. 49 

Mimivirus has been the most extensively studied giant virus over the years (12). The 50 

virions are 0.75 µm wide and consist of icosahedral capsids of 0.45 µm diameter 51 

surrounded by a dense layer of radially arranged fibrils (2). Structural analyses of the 52 

virions have provided some insights into the capsid structure (13–17) but given the size of 53 

the icosahedral particles (and hence the sample thickness), accessing the internal 54 

organization of the core of the virions remains challenging. Consequently, little is known 55 

about the packaging of the 1.2 Mb dsDNA genome (18). Inside the capsids, a lipid 56 

membrane delineates an internal compartment (~340 nm in diameter, Fig 1A, Fig. S1A), 57 

referred to as the nucleoid, which contains the viral genome, together with all proteins 58 

necessary to initiate the replicative cycle within the host cytoplasm (17, 19–21). 59 

Acanthamoeba cells engulf Mimivirus particles, fooled by their bacteria-like size and the 60 

heavily glycosylated decorating fibrils (1, 2, 11). Once in the phagosome, the Stargate 61 

portal located at one specific vertex of the icosahedron opens up (22), enabling the viral 62 

membrane to fuse with that of the host vacuole to deliver the nucleoid into the host 63 

cytoplasm (17, 20). EM studies have shown that next the nucleoid gradually loses its 64 

electron dense appearance, transcription begins and the early viral factory is formed (21, 65 

23, 24). Previous Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) studies of the Mimivirus infectious 66 

cycle suggested that the DNA forms a highly condensed nucleoprotein complex enclosed 67 

within the nucleoid (13). Here we show that opening of the large icosahedral capsid in 68 

vitro led to the release of rod-shaped structures of about 30 nm width. These structures 69 

were further purified and the various conformations characterized using cryo-electron 70 

microscopy (cryo-EM), tomography and MS-based proteomics. 71 

 72 

Results 73 

Capsid opening induces the release of a ~ 30 nm-wide rod-shaped structure that 74 

contains the dsDNA genome 75 

We developed an in vitro protocol for particle opening that led to the release of ~ 30 nm-76 

wide rod-shaped fibers of several microns in length (Fig. 1, Fig. S1). We coined this 77 

structure the Mimivirus genomic fiber. Complete expulsion of the opened nucleoid 78 

content resulted in the observation of bundled fibers resembling a “ball of yarn” (13) (Fig. 79 

1C,). The used capsid opening procedure involves limited proteolysis and avoids harsh 80 

conditions, as we found that the structure becomes completely denatured by heat (95°C) 81 

and is also sensitive to acidic treatment, thus preventing its detection in such conditions 82 

(17). Various conformations of the genomic fiber were observed, sometimes even on a 83 

same fiber (Fig. 1D), ranging from the most compact rod-shaped structures (Fig. 1D (left), 84 

E-F (top)) to more relaxed structures where DNA strands begin to dissociate (Fig. 1D 85 

(right), E-F (bottom)). After optimizing the in vitro extraction on different strains of 86 

group-A Mimiviruses, we focused on an isolate from La Réunion Island (Mimivirus 87 

reunion), as more capsids were opened by our protocol, leading to higher yields of 88 

genomic fibers that were subsequently purified on sucrose gradient. All opened capsids 89 

released genomic fibers (Fig. 1C, Fig. S1B). 90 
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91 
Figure 1: The Mimivirus genomic fiber A] Micrograph of an ultrathin section of resin-embedded infected 92 
cells showing the DNA tightly packed inside Mimivirus capsids (C) with electron dense material inside the 93 
nucleoid (N). The string-like features, most likely enhanced by the dehydration caused by the fixation and 94 
embedding protocol, correspond to the genomic fiber (F) packed into the nucleoid. B] Micrograph of 95 
negative stained Mimivirus capsid (C) opened in vitro with the genomic fiber (F) still being encased into the 96 
membrane limited nucleoid (N). C] Multiple strands of the flexible genomic fiber (F) are released from the 97 
capsid (C) upon proteolytic treatment. D] Micrograph of negative stained purified Mimivirus genomic fibers 98 
showing two conformations (the right fiber resembling the one in [B] and free DNA strands (white 99 
arrowheads). E] Slices through two electron cryo tomograms of the isolated helical protein shell of the 100 
purified genomic fibers in compact (top) or relaxed conformation (bottom) in the process of losing one 101 
protein strand (Fig. S11, Tomo. S1 & S4). F] Different slices through the two tomograms shown in [E] 102 
reveal DNA strands lining the helical protein shell of the purified genomic fibers in compact (top) or relaxed 103 
conformation (bottom). Examples of DNA strands extending out at the breaking points of the genomic fiber 104 
are marked by black arrowheads. Note in the top panel, individual DNA strands coated by proteins (red arc). 105 
The slicing planes at which the Mimivirus genomic fibers were viewed are indicated on diagrams on the top 106 
right corner as blue dashed lines and the internal colored segments correspond to DNA strands lining the 107 
protein shell. The thickness of the tomographic slices is 1.1 nm and the distance between tomographic slices 108 
in panels [E] and [F] is 4.4 nm. Scale bars as indicated. 109 

The first confirmation of the presence of DNA in the genomic fiber was obtained by 110 

agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. S2). Electron cryo microscopy (cryo-EM) bubblegram 111 

analysis (25, 26) gave a further indication that the nucleic acid is located in the fiber 112 

lumen. Alike other nucleoprotein complexes, fibers are expected to be more susceptible to 113 

radiation damage then pure proteinaceous structures. Surprisingly, the specimen could 114 

sustain higher electron irradiation before the appearance of bubbles compared to other 115 

studies (27): 600 e-/Å² for relaxed helices and up to 900 e-/Å² for long compact ones, 116 

while no bubbles could be detected in unfolded ribbons (Fig. S3). For comparison, 117 
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bacteriophage capsids containing free DNA, i.e. not in the form of nucleoproteins, show 118 

bubbling for doses of ~30-40 e-/Å² (27). 119 

Cryo-EM single particle analysis of the different compaction states of the Mimivirus 120 

genomic fiber 121 

In order to shed light on the Mimivirus genome packaging strategy and to determine the 122 

structure of the purified genomic fibers, we performed cryo-EM single-particle analysis. 123 

The different conformations of the genomic fiber initially observed by negative staining 124 

(Fig. 1) and cryo-EM resulted in a highly heterogeneous dataset for single-particle 125 

analysis. In order to separate different conformations, in silico sorting through 2D 126 

classification (using Relion (28, 29)) was performed. Next, we carried out cluster analysis 127 

relying on the widths of the helical segments and correlations (real and reciprocal spaces) 128 

between the experimental 2D class patterns (Figs. S4 & S5). Three independent clusters 129 

(Cl) could be distinguished, corresponding to the compact (Cl1), intermediate (Cl2) and 130 

relaxed (Cl3) fiber conformations (Fig. S5) with the latter being the widest. For each 131 

cluster, we determined their helical symmetry parameters by image power spectra 132 

analyses and performed structure determination and refinement (Fig. 2, Fig. S6-8).  133 

For both Cl1a and Cl3a conformations, after 3D-refinement, we obtained helical structures 134 

of 3.7 Å resolution (FSC threshold 0.5, masked), corresponding to 5-start left-handed 135 

helices made of a ~8 nm-thick proteinaceous external shell (Figs. S6 and S7). For the most 136 

compact conformation (Cl1a) 5 dsDNA strands were lining the interior of the protein shell 137 

leaving a ~9 nm wide central channel (Fig. 2-3, Table S1). The DNA strands appear as 138 

curved cylinders in the helical structure, the characteristic shape of the DNA (minor and 139 

major groove) becoming only visible after focused refinement of a single DNA strand 140 

(Fig. 3, Fig. S9-S10). In the relaxed subcluster Cl3a, the DNA strands at the interface to 141 

the ~17 nm-wide central channel are not clearly recognizable (Fig. 2, Table S1 & Fig. S7), 142 

most likely because they are at least partially detached inside the broken expanded fiber. 143 

The breaks after relaxation of the helix might be the result of the extraction and 144 

purification treatment, while DNA will remain in the central channel, at least in the early 145 

phase of Acanthamoeba infection. 146 

Finally, the 4 Å resolution Cl2 map obtained after 3D refinement (Fig. S8) corresponds to 147 

a 6-start left-handed helix made of a ~8 nm-thick proteinaceous external shell, with 6 148 

dsDNA strands lining the shell interior and leaving a ~12 nm wide inner channel (Fig. 2, 149 

Table S1). 150 
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 151 

Figure 2: Structures of the Mimivirus genomic fiber for Cl1a [A-C], Cl3a [D-F], and Cl2 [G-I]: A, D, 152 
G] Electron microscopy (EM) maps of Cl1a (A) and Cl3a (D) are shown with each monomer of one GMC-153 
oxidoreductase dimer colored in green and orange and 3 adjacent dimers in yellow, to indicate the large 154 
conformational change taking place between the two fiber states. The transition from Cl1a to Cl3a (5-start 155 
helix) corresponds to a rotation of each individual unit (corresponding to a GMC- oxidoreductase dimer) by 156 
~ -10° relative to the fiber longitudinal axis and a change in the steepness of the helical rise by ~ -11°. Scale 157 
bars 50 Å. Compared to Cl1a, the Cl2 6-start helix (G) shows a difference of ~2° relative to the fiber 158 
longitudinal axis and ~2° in the steepness of the helical rise. Scale bars 50 Å. B, E, H] Cross-sectional 159 
(bottom) and longitudinal (top) sections through the middle of final Cl1a (B) Cl3a (E) and Cl2 (H) EM 160 
maps. Scale bars 50 Å. C, F, I] Longitudinal (top) and orthogonal (bottom) views of final Cl1a (C) and Cl3a 161 
(F) and Cl2 (I) EM maps color-coded according to each start of the 5-start helix. Densities for some 162 
asymmetric units in the front have been removed on the side view map to show the 5 DNA strands lining the 163 
protein shell interior. Scale bars 50 Å. 164 

The most abundant proteins in the genomic fiber are GMC-oxidoreductases, the 165 

same that compose the fibrils decorating Mimivirus capsid 166 

MS-based proteomic analyses performed on three biological replicates identified two 167 

GMC-oxidoreductases as the main components of the purified genomic fiber (qu_946 and 168 

qu_143 in Mimivirus reunion corresponding to L894/93 and R135 respectively in 169 

Mimivirus prototype) (Table S2). The available Mimivirus R135 GMC-oxidoreductase 170 

dimeric structure (30) (PDB 4Z24, lacking the 50 amino acid long cysteine-rich N-171 

terminal domain) was fitted into the EM maps (Figs. 2-3). This is quite unexpected, since 172 

GMC-oxidoreductases are already known to compose the fibrils surrounding Mimivirus 173 

capsids (11, 31). Notably, the proteomic analyses provided different sequence coverages 174 

for the GMC-oxidoreductases depending on whether samples were virions or the purified 175 

genomic fiber preparations, with substantial under-representation of the N-terminal 176 

domain in the genomic fiber (Fig. S12). Accordingly, the maturation of the GMC-177 

oxidoreductases involved in genome packaging must be mediated by one of the many 178 

proteases encoded by the virus. 179 

 180 
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Analysis of the genomic fiber structure 181 

The EM maps and FSC curves of Cl1a are shown in Fig. S6. An additional step of 182 

refinement focused on the asymmetric unit further improved the local resolution to 3.3 Å 183 

as indicated by the corresponding FSC (Figs. 3 and S6). After fitting the most abundant 184 

GMC-oxidoreductase qu_946 (SWISS-MODEL model (32)) in the final map of Cl1a, five 185 

additional N-terminal residues in each monomer were manually built using the 186 

uninterpreted density available. This strikingly brings the cysteines of each monomer 187 

(C51 in qu_946) close enough to allow a disulfide bridge, directly after the 50 amino acids 188 

domain not covered in the proteomic analysis of the genomic fiber (Fig. 3G, Fig. S12). 189 

The N-terminal chain, being more disordered than the rest of the structure, is absent from 190 

the focused refined map, suggesting that a break of the disulfide bridge could be involved 191 

in the observed unwinding process. Models of the three helical assemblies and asymmetric 192 

unit were further refined using the real-space refinement program in PHENIX 1.18.2 (33). 193 

In the 3.3 Å resolution map of the asymmetric unit, most side chains and notably the FAD 194 

co-factor are accommodated by density suggesting that the oxidoreductase enzyme could 195 

be active (Fig. 3D). Density that can be attributed to the FAD cofactor is also present in 196 

the Cl2 and Cl3a maps. The atomic models of Cl1a and Cl3a dimers are superimposable 197 

with a core RMSD of 0.68 Å based on Cα atoms. 198 

199 
Figure 3: Maps of the compact (Cl1a and Cl2) genomic fiber structures: A] Cl1a EM map 200 
corresponding to the protein shell prior focused refinement is shown as a transparent surface and the 5 DNA 201 
strands as solid surface. One protein dimer strand is shown yellow except for one asymmetric unit 202 
(transparent yellow) to illustrate the dimer fit. The position of a second dimer (green) from the adjacent 203 
dimer strand is shown to emphasize that the DNA strand (gold) is lining the interface between two dimers. 204 
B, C] Cartoon representation of GMC-oxidoreductase qu_946 dimers fitted into one of the Cl1a 5-start helix 205 
strands in the 3.7 Å resolution map (B) and GMC-oxidoreductase.  206 
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143 dimers fitted into one of the Cl2 6-start helix strands in the respective 4.0 Å resolution map (C). The 207 
maps are shown at a threshold highlighting the periodicity of contacts between the dsDNA and the protein 208 
shell. D] Zoom into the 3.3 Å resolution focused refined Cl1a map illustrating the fit of the side chains and 209 
the FAD ligand. E] Cartoon representation of the DNA fitted in the focused refined DNA only map (Fig. 210 
S10). F] Focused refined Cl1a map colored by monomer, next to a cartoon representation of the qu_946 211 
dimer (α-helices in red, β-strands in blue and coils in yellow). Secondary structure elements are annotated in 212 
both representations (H: helix, B: beta-strand). G, H] Cartoon representation of qu_946 (G) and qu_143 (H) 213 
fitted into their respective cryo-EM maps highlighting the interacting residues (given as stick models) 214 
between each monomer and one dsDNA strand. The isosurface threshold chosen allows visualization of 215 
density for the manually built N-terminal residues including the residues C51 (stick model) of two 216 
neighboring monomers that form a terminal disulfide bridge. 217 

Inspection of individual genomic fibers in the tomograms confirmed the co-existence of 218 

both 5- and 6-start left-handed helices containing DNA (Fig. S11 & Video S1, Tomo. S1). 219 

Further, some intermediate and relaxed structures were also observed in which the DNA 220 

segments appeared detached from the protein shell and sometimes completely absent from 221 

the central channel of the broken fibers. Both GMC-oxidoreductases (qu_946 and qu_143) 222 

can be fitted in the 5- and 6-start maps. 223 

In relaxed or broken fibers, large electron dense structures that might correspond to 224 

proteins inside the lumen were sometimes visible (Fig. S11C & E & Tomo. S3) as well as 225 

dissociating DNA fragments, either in the central channel (Fig. S11B & Tomo. S2) or at 226 

the breakage points of the fibers in its periphery (Fig. S11D & Tomo. S4). Densities 227 

corresponding to the dimer subunits composing the protein shell were also commonly 228 

observed on dissociated DNA strands (Fig. 1E-F, Fig. S11 and Tomo. S1-S4).  229 

In the Cl1a and Cl2 helices, the monomers in each dimer are interacting with two different 230 

dsDNA strands. As a result, the DNA strands are interspersed between two dimers, each 231 

also corresponding to a different strand of the protein shell helix (Fig. 3). Based on the 232 

periodic contacts between protein shell and DNA strands, these interactions might 233 

involve, in the case of the Cl1a helix, one aspartate (D82 relative to the N-terminal 234 

Methionine in qu_946), one glutamate (E321), three lysines (K84, K344, K685), one 235 

arginine (R324) and a histidine (H343) or one asparagine (N80), two lysines (K319, 236 

K342), one arginine (R322) and one tyrosine (Y687), in the case of the Cl2 helix 237 

(Fig. 3G,H). 238 

Despite the conformational heterogeneity and the flexibility of the rod-shaped structure, 239 

we were able to build three atomic models of the Mimivirus genomic fiber, in compact (5- 240 

and 6-start) and relaxed (5-start) states. Higher resolution data would still needed to 241 

determine the precise structure of the dsDNA corresponding to the viral genome (Fig. 3B, 242 

C, E), however, the lower resolution for this part of the map even in focused refinement 243 

runs (Fig. 3E) might also mean that the DNA does not always bind in the same 244 

orientation.  245 

Rough estimation of genome compaction to fit into the nucleoid 246 

Since there is a mixture of 5 and 6 strands of DNA in the genomic fiber, this could 247 

correspond to 5 or 6 genomes per fiber or to a single folded genome. Assuming that the 248 

length of DNA in B-form is ~34 Å for 10 bp, the Mimivirus linear genome of 1.2x10
6
 bp 249 

would extend over ~400 µm and occupy a volume of 1.3x10
6
 nm

3
 (~300 µm and ~1x10

6
 250 

nm
3
 if in A-form) (34). The volume of the nucleoid (19) (~ 340 nm in diameter) is 251 

approximately 2.1x10
7
 nm

3
 and could accommodate over 12 copies of viral genomes in a 252 

naked state, but only 40 µm of the ~30 nm wide flexible genomic fiber. Obviously, the 253 

Mimivirus genome cannot be simply arranged linearly in the genomic fiber and must 254 

undergo further compaction to accommodate the 1.2 Mb genome in a ~40 µm long 255 
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genomic fiber. As a result, the Mimivirus genome is probably organized as an helical shell 256 

internally lined by folded DNA strands, surprisingly resembling the archaeal APBV1 257 

virion structure (35). 258 

Additional proteins, including RNA polymerase subunits, are enriched in the 259 

genomic fiber 260 

The proteomic analysis of fiber preparations revealed the presence of additional proteins 261 

including several RNA polymerase subunits: Rpb1 and Rpb2 (qu_530/532 and 262 

qu_261/259/257/255), Rpb3/11 (qu_493), Rpb5 (qu_245), RpbN (qu_379) and Rpb9 263 

(qu_219), in addition to a kinesin (qu_313), a regulator of chromosome condensation 264 

(qu_366), a helicase (qu_572), to be possibly associated with the genome (Table S2). In 265 

addition to the two GMC-oxidoreductases, at least three oxidative stress proteins were 266 

also identified together with hypothetical proteins (Table S2). As expected, the core 267 

protein (qu_431) composing the nucleoid and the major capsid proteins (MCP, qu_446) 268 

were significantly decreased in the genomic fiber proteome compared to intact virions. In 269 

fact, qu_431 and qu_446 represent respectively 4.5% and 9.4% of the total protein 270 

abundance in virions whereas they only account for 0.4% and 0.7% of the total protein 271 

abundance in the genomic fiber, suggesting that they could be contaminants in this 272 

preparation. On the contrary, we calculated enrichment factors of more than five hundred 273 

(qu_946) and twenty-six (qu_143) in the genomic fiber samples compared to the intact 274 

virion. Finally, the most abundant RNA polymerase subunit (qu_245) is increased by a 275 

factor of eight in the genomic fiber compared to intact virion (if the six different subunits 276 

identified are used, the global enrichment is seven-fold). Furthermore, upon inspection of 277 

the negative staining micrographs, macromolecules strikingly resembling the 278 

characteristic structure of the poxviruses RNA polymerase (36) were frequently observed 279 

scattered around the unwinding fiber and sometimes sitting on DNA strands near broken 280 

fibers (Fig. 4). Together with the tomograms showing large electron dense structures in 281 

the lumen, some RNA polymerase units could occupy the center of the genomic fiber. 282 
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 283 

Figure 4: RNA polymerase could be associated to the genomic fiber. A] Micrograph of negative stained 284 
fiber with released DNA still being connected to a relaxed and broken fiber and adjacent scattered 285 
macromolecular complexes that might resemble RNA polymerases. B] Strikingly, some of them (black 286 
arrows) appear to sit on a DNA strand (white arrow). C] Surface representation of the vaccinia virus RNA 287 
polymerase (6RIC and 6RUI (36)) structure being equivalent to the subunits identified by our MS-based 288 
proteomics of purified Mimivirus genomic fibers. D] Surface representation of RNA polymerase subunits 289 
from vaccinia virus (in cyan), manually docked into the 5-start helical Cl1a map. Each strand of the protein 290 
shell is represented in specific color and the dsDNA strands map is shown in pale gold. 291 

 292 

Discussion 293 

Several DNA compaction solutions have been described. For instance, the DNA of 294 

filamentous viruses infecting archaea is wrapped by proteins to form a ribbon which in 295 

turn folds into a helical rod forming a cavity in its lumen (37, 38). In contrast, the 296 

chromatin of cellular eukaryotes consists of DNA wrapped around histone complexes 297 

(39). It was recently shown that the virally encoded histone doublets of the 298 

Marseilleviridae can form nucleosomes (40, 41) and such organization would be 299 

consistent with previous evolutionary hypotheses linking giant DNA viruses with the 300 

emergence of the eukaryotic nucleus (42–46). Herpesviruses (47, 48), bacteriophages (49, 301 

50) and APBV1 archaeal virus (35) package their dsDNA genome as naked helices or 302 

coils. APBV1 capsid structure appears strikingly similar to the Mimivirus genomic fiber 303 

but Mimivirus, further bundles its flexible genomic fiber as a ball of yarn into the 304 
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nucleoid, itself encased in the large icosahedral capsids. The structure of the Mimivirus 305 

genomic fiber described herein supports a complex assembly process where the DNA 306 

must be folded into 5 or 6 strands prior to or concomitant with packaging, a step that may 307 

involve the repeat containing regulator of chromosome condensation (qu_366) identified 308 

in the proteomic analysis of the genomic fiber. The proteinaceous shell, via contacting 309 

residues between the dsDNA and the GMC-oxidoreductases, would guide the folding of 310 

the dsDNA strands into the structure prior loading into the nucleoid. The lumen of the 311 

fiber being large enough to accommodate the Mimivirus RNA polymerase, we 312 

hypothesize that it could be sitting on the highly conserved promoter sequence of early 313 

genes (51). This central position would support the involvement of the RNA polymerase 314 

in genome packaging into the nucleoid and could determine the channel width via its 315 

anchoring on the genome (Fig. 4D). According to this scenario, the available space 316 

(although tight) for the RNA polymerase inside the genomic fiber lumen suggests it could 317 

be sterically locked inside the compact form of the genomic fiber and could start moving 318 

and transcribing upon helix relaxation, initiating the replicative cycle and the 319 

establishment of the cytoplasmic viral factory. The genome and the transcription 320 

machinery would thus be compacted together into a proteinaceous shield, ready for 321 

transcription upon relaxation (Video S3). This organization would represent a remarkable 322 

evolutionary strategy for packaging and protecting the viral genome, in a state ready for 323 

immediate transcription upon unwinding in the host cytoplasm. This is conceptually 324 

reminiscent of icosahedral and filamentous dsRNA viruses which pack and protect their 325 

genomes together with the replicative RNA polymerase into an inner core (52–54). As a 326 

result, replication and transcription take place within the protein shield and viral genomes 327 

remain protected during their entire infectious cycle. In the case of dsDNA viruses 328 

however, the double helix must additionally open up to allow transcription to proceed, 329 

possibly involving the helicase identified in our proteomic study (Table S2). Finally, in 330 

addition to their structural roles, the FAD containing GMC-oxidoreductases making the 331 

proteinaceous shield, together with other oxidative stress proteins (Table S2), could 332 

alleviate the oxidative stress to which the virions are exposed while entering the cell by 333 

phagocytosis. The complexity of the flexible genomic fiber, with various relaxation states 334 

requires additional work aiming to stabilize this macromolecular complex in additional 335 

intermediate states in order to determine the contributions of the various proteins 336 

identified and ultimately to progress towards structures of the process inside host cells in 337 

the course of Mimivirus infection. 338 

Mimivirus virion thus appears as a Russian doll, with its icosahedral capsids covered with 339 

heavily glycosylated fibrils, two internal membranes, one lining the capsid shell, the other 340 

encasing the nucleoid, in which the genomic fiber is finally folded. To our knowledge, the 341 

structure of the genomic fiber used by Mimivirus to package and protect its genome in the 342 

nucleoid represents the first description of the genome organization of a giant virus. Since 343 

the genomic fiber appears to be expelled from the nucleoid as a flexible and subsequently 344 

straight structure starting decompaction upon release, we suspect that an active, energy-345 

dependent, process is required to bundle it into the nucleoid during virion assembly. Such 346 

an efficient structure is most likely shared by other members of the Mimiviridae family 347 

infecting Acanthamoeba and could be used by other dsDNA viruses relying on 348 

exclusively cytoplasmic replication like poxviruses to immediately express early genes 349 

upon entry into the infected cell (55, 56). Finally, the parsimonious use of moonlighting 350 

GMC-oxidoreductases playing a central role in two functionally unrelated substructures of 351 

the Mimivirus particle - i) as a component of the heavily glycosylated peripheral fibril 352 

layer and ii) as a proteinaceous shield to package the dsDNA into the genomic fibers 353 
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questions the evolutionary incentive leading to such an organization for a virus encoding 354 

close to a thousand proteins. 355 

 356 

 357 

Materials and Methods 358 

Nucleoid extraction 359 

Mimivirus reunion virions defibrillated, as described previously (11, 19), were centrifuged 360 

at 10,000 x g for 10 min, resuspended in 40 mM TES pH 2 and incubated for 1h at 30°C 361 

to extract the nucleoid from the opened capsids. 362 

Extraction and purification of the Mimivirus genomic fiber 363 

The genomic fiber was extracted from 12 mL of purified Mimivirus reunion virions at 1.5 364 

x 10
10

 particles/mL, split into 12x1 mL samples processed in parallel. Trypsin (Sigma 365 

T8003) in 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 buffer was added at a final concentration of 50 µg/mL 366 

and the virus-enzyme mix was incubated for 2h at 30°C in a heating dry block (Grant Bio 367 

PCH-1). DTT was then added at a final concentration of 10 mM and incubated at 30°C for 368 

16h. Finally, 0.001% Triton X-100 was added to the mix and incubated for 4h at 30°C. 369 

Each tube was vortexed for 20 s with 1.5 mm diameter stainless steel beads (CIMAP) to 370 

separate the fibers from the viral particles and centrifuged at 5,000 x g for 15 min to pellet 371 

the opened capsids. The supernatant was recovered, and the fibers were concentrated by 372 

centrifugation at 15,000 x g for 4h at 4°C. Most of the supernatant was discarded leaving 373 

12x~200 µL of concentrated fibers that were pooled and layered on top of ultracentrifuge 374 

tubes of 4 mL (polypropylene centrifuge tubes, Beckman Coulter) containing a 375 

discontinuous sucrose gradient (40%, 50%, 60%, 70% w/v in 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 376 

buffer). The gradients were centrifuged at 200,000 x g for 16h at 4 °C. Since no visible 377 

band was observed, successive 0.5 mL fractions were recovered from the bottom of the 378 

tube, the first one supposedly corresponding to 70% sucrose. Each fraction was dialyzed 379 

using 20 kDa Slide-A-Lyzers (ThermoFisher) against 40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 to remove 380 

the sucrose. These fractions were further concentrated by centrifugation at 15,000 x g, at 381 

4°C for 4h and most of the supernatant was removed, leaving ~100 µL of sample at the 382 

bottom of each tube. At each step of the extraction procedure the sample was imaged by 383 

negative staining transmission electron microscopy (TEM) to assess the integrity of the 384 

genomic fiber (Fig. S1). Each fraction of the gradient was finally controlled by negative 385 

staining TEM. For proteomic analysis, an additional step of concentration was performed 386 

by speedvac (Savant SPD131DDA, Thermo Scientific). 387 

Negative stain TEM 388 

300 mesh ultra-thin carbon-coated copper grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences, EMS) 389 

were prepared for negative staining by adsorbing 4-7 µL of the sample for 3 min., 390 

followed by two washes with water before staining for 2 min in 2% uranyl acetate. The 391 

grids were imaged either on a FEI Tecnai G2 microscope operated at 200 keV and 392 

equipped with an Olympus Veleta 2k camera (IBDM microscopy platform, Marseille, 393 

France); a FEI Tecnai G2 microscope operated at 200 keV and equipped with a Gatan 394 

OneView camera (IMM, microscopy platform, France) or a FEI Talos L120c operated at 395 

120 keV and equipped with a Ceta 16M camera (CSSB multi-user cryo-EM facility, 396 

Germany, Fig. 1, Fig. S1). 397 

Agarose gel electrophoresis and DNA dosage to assess the presence of DNA into the 398 

fiber 399 
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Genomic DNA was extracted from 10
10

 virus particles using the PureLink TM Genomic 400 

DNA mini kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Purified genomic 401 

fiber was obtained following the method described above. The purified fiber was treated 402 

by adding proteinase K (PK) (Takara ST 0341) to 20 µL of sample (200 ng as estimated 403 

by dsDNA Qubit fluorometric quantification) at a final concentration of 1 mg/mL and 404 

incubating the reaction mix at 55°C for 30 min. DNase treatment was done by adding 405 

DNase (Sigma 10104159001) and MgCl2 to a final concentration of 0.18 mg/mL and 5 406 

mM, respectively, in 20 µL of sample and incubated at 37°C for 30 min prior to PK 407 

treatment. For RNase treatment, RNase (Sigma SLBW2866) was added to 20 µL (200 ng) 408 

of sample solution to a final concentration of 1 mg/mL and incubated at 37°C for 30 min 409 

prior to PK treatment. All the samples were then loaded on a 1 % agarose gel and stained 410 

with ethidium bromide after migration. The bands above the 20 kbp marker correspond to 411 

the stacked dsDNA fragments of various lengths compatible with the negative staining 412 

images of the broken fibers where long DNA fragment are still attached to the helical 413 

structure. The Mimivirus purified genomic DNA used as a control migrates at the same 414 

position (Fig. S2). 415 

Cryo-EM bubblegram analysis 416 

Samples were prepared as described for single-particle analysis. Dose series were 417 

acquired on a Titan Krios (Thermo Scientific) microscope operated at 300 keV and 418 

equipped with a K3 direct electron detector and a GIF BioQuantum (Gatan) energy filter. 419 

Micrographs were recorded using SerialEM (57) at a nominal magnification of 81,000x, a 420 

pixel size of 1.09 Å and a rate of 15 e
-
/pixel/s (Fig. S3 & Table S3). Dose series were 421 

acquired by successive exposures of 6 s, resulting in an irradiation of 75 e
-
/Å² per 422 

exposure. Micrographs were acquired with 0.1 s frames and aligned in SerialEM (57). In a 423 

typical bubblegram experiment, 12 to 15 successive exposures were acquired in an area of 424 

interest with cumulative irradiations of 900 to 1,125 e
-
/Å² total (Fig. S3). 425 

Single-particle analysis by cryo-EM 426 

Sample preparation 427 

For single-particle analysis, 3 µL of the purified sample were applied to glow-discharged 428 

Quantifoil R 2/1 Cu grids, blotted for 2 s using a Vitrobot Mk IV (Thermo Scientific) and 429 

applying the following parameters: 4°C, 100% humidity, blotting force 0, and plunge 430 

frozen in liquid ethane/propane cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. 431 

Data acquisition 432 

Grids were imaged using a Titan Krios (Thermo Scientific) microscope operated at 300 433 

keV and equipped with a K2 direct electron detector and a GIF BioQuantum energy filter 434 

(Gatan). 7,656 movie frames were collected using the EPU software (Thermo Scientific) 435 

at a nominal magnification of 130,000x with a pixel size of 1.09 Å and a defocus range 436 

of -1 to -3 μm. Micrographs were acquired using EPU (Thermo Scientific) with 8 s 437 

exposure time, fract ionated into 40 frames and  7.5 e
-
/pixel/s (total fluence of 438 

50.5 e
-
/Å²) (Table S3). 439 

2D classification and clustering of 2D classes 440 

All movie frames were aligned using MotionCor2 (58) and used for contrast transfer 441 

function (CTF) estimation with CTFFIND-4.1 (59). Helical segments of the purified 442 

genomic fibers, manually picked with Relion 3.0 (28, 29)(28, 29), were initially extracted 443 

with different box sizes, 400 pixels for 3D reconstructions, 500 pixels for initial 2D 444 

classifications and clustering and 700 pixels to estimate the initial values of the helical 445 
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parameters. Particles were subjected to reference-free 2D classification in Relion 3.1.0 446 

(28, 29), where multiple conformations of the fiber were identified (Fig. S4, S5).  447 

We then performed additional cluster analysis of the 194 initial 2D classes provided by 448 

Relion (Fig. S4) to aim for more homogeneous clusters, eventually corresponding to 449 

different states (Fig. S5). A custom 2-step clustering script was written in python with the 450 

use of Numpy(60) and Scikit-learn (61) libraries. First, a few main clusters were identified 451 

by applying a DBSCAN (62) clustering algorithm on the previously estimated fiber 452 

external width values (W1). The widths values, estimated by adjusting a parameterized 453 

cross-section model on each 2D stack, range from roughly 280 Å to 340 Å. The cross-454 

section model fitting process is based on adjusting a section profile (S) described in 455 

Equation 1 on the longitudinally integrated 2D-class profile (Fig. S5A). The cross-section 456 

model is composed of a positive cosine component, (parameterized by the center position 457 

μ, its width σ1 and amplitude a1) associated with the fiber external shell, a negative cosine 458 

component (parameterized by the center position μ, its width σ2 and amplitude a2) 459 

associated with the central hollow lumen (W2), and a constant p0, accounting for the 460 

background level, as 461 

𝑆(𝜇, 𝜎1, 𝑎1, 𝜎2, 𝑎2, 𝑝0, 𝑥) = 𝑎1 cos
𝑥 − 𝜇

𝜎1
−𝑎2 cos

𝑥 − 𝜇

𝜎2
+ 𝑝0 Equation 1 

 

Then, as a second step, each main cluster was subdivided into several sub-clusters by 462 

applying a KMEANS(63) clustering algorithm on a pairwise similarity matrix. This 463 

similarity metric was based on a 2D image cross-correlation scheme, invariant to image 464 

shifts, and mirroring (64). The number of sub-clusters was manually chosen by visual 465 

inspection. For the most populated 2D classes corresponding to the most compact 466 

conformations, the number of sub-clusters was small: n=2 sub-clusters, Cl1a and Cl1b, 467 

and n=1 sub-cluster for the intermediate class, Cl2. However, the number of sub-clusters 468 

was higher (n=5) for the relaxed conformation (Cl3 from green to purple in Fig. S5), 469 

highlighting the overall heterogeneity of our dataset with compact, intermediate, relaxed 470 

states and even loss of one protein strands (Cl3b) and unwound ribbons. 471 

Identification of candidate helical parameters 472 

Fourier transform analysis methods have been used to identify helical parameters 473 

candidates (65–67) for the Cl1a, Cl2 and Cl3a clusters. For each cluster, we first estimated 474 

the repeat distance by applying the method consisting in a longitudinal autocorrelation 475 

with a windowed segment of the real space 2D class of fixed size (100 Å) (66). Then, a 476 

precise identification of the power spectrum maxima could be achieved on a high signal-477 

to-noise ratio power spectrum, obtained by averaging all the constituting segments in the 478 

Fourier domain, which helps lowering the noise, and fill in the CTF zeros regions. The 479 

best candidates were validated with Helixplorer (http://rico.ibs.fr/helixplorer/). 480 

For the Cl1a cluster, the parameters of a 1-start helix have been identified with a rise of 481 

7.937 Å and a twist of 221.05°. For the Cl2 cluster, the candidate parameters are a rise of 482 

20.383 Å and a twist of 49.49° and C3 cyclic symmetry. For the Cl3a cluster, the 483 

candidate parameters correspond to a rise of 31.159 Å and a twist of 24° and D5 484 

symmetry. 485 

Cryo-EM data processing and 3D reconstruction 486 

- Cl1a-Cl3a 487 

After helical parameters determination, two last 2D classifications were performed on 488 

segments extracted with a box size of 400 pixels (decimated to 200 pixels) using the 489 
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proper rises for the most compact Cl1a (7.93 Å, 113,026 segments, overlap ~98.2%) and 490 

the relaxed Cl3a (31.16 Å, 16,831 segments, overlap ~92.9%). Values of the helical 491 

parameters (rise and twist) were then used for Relion 3D classification (28, 29), with a +/-492 

10% freedom search range, using a featureless cylinder as initial reference (diameter of 493 

300 Å for the compact particles Cl1a and 340 Å for the relaxed particles Cl3a).  The 494 

superimposable 3D classes (same helical parameters, same helix orientation) were then 495 

selected, reducing the data set to 95,722 segments for the compact fiber (Cl1a) and to 496 

15,289 segments for the relaxed fiber (Cl3a). After re-extraction of the selected segments 497 

without scaling, further 3D refinement was performed with a 3D classification output low 498 

pass filtered to 15 Å as reference. With this, the maps were resolved enough (Cl1a: 4.4 Å, 499 

Cl3a: 4.8; FSC threshold 0.5) to identify secondary structure elements (with visible 500 

cylinders corresponding to the helices) (Fig. S6-7). 501 

- Cl2 502 

The twelve 2D classes corresponding to segments of the Cl2 conformation, were extracted 503 

with a box size of 400 pixels (decimated to 200 pixels, rise 20.4 Å, 5,775 segments, 504 

overlap ~94.9%). They were used in Relion for 3D refinement with the helical parameters 505 

values identified previously, with a +/-10% freedom search range, using a 330 Å large 506 

featureless cylinder as initial reference and resulted in a 7.1 Å map (FSC threshold 0.5) 507 

and C3 cyclic symmetry (Fig. S8). 508 

Focused refinement of the asymmetric unit 509 

The Cl1a map, prior to solvent flattening, was used to obtain the mask corresponding to a 510 

single asymmetric unit of the structure (just one dimer). It was then used to subtract 511 

everything else from the corresponding experimental images, keeping only information 512 

from that asymmetric unit for a following round of focused refinement. The subtracted 513 

dataset was then used as input for Relion in order to reconstruct a reference for 3D 514 

refinement of the asymmetric unit with a last solvent flattening step. Further CTF 515 

refinement steps were performed before last 3D refinement with solvent flattening and 516 

post-processing (B-factor applied -45). This led to the best resolved 3.3 Å map (FSC 517 

threshold 0.5, masked, Fig. S6) that was used to refine the GMC-oxidoreductase dimer 518 

and its ligands (Table S1, Fig. 3). While the mask was only based on the protein 519 

asymmetric unit the DNA contribution is still visible in the final map. 520 

Automatic picking of the three different conformations (Cl1a, Cl2, Cl3a) 521 

Projections from the different helical maps were used as new input for automatic picking 522 

of each Cl1a, Cl2 and Cl3a clusters to get more homogeneous datasets for each 523 

conformation (68). For each dataset a final round of extraction (box size Cl1a: 380 pixels, 524 

121,429 segments; Cl2: 400 pixels, 8479 segments; Cl3a: 400 pixels, 11,958 segments) 525 

and 3D refinement with solvent flattening (Central z length 30%) was performed using the 526 

appropriate helical parameters and additional symmetries (none for Cl1a, C3 for Cl2 and 527 

D5 for Cl3a). This led to the improved maps presented in Fig. 2-4 and Fig. S6-S8 (Cl1a: 528 

3.7 Å; Cl2: 4.0 Å; Cl3a: 3.7 Å; FSC threshold 0.5, masked). Post-processing was 529 

performed with B-factor -80 (Table S1, Fig. S6-S8). 530 

DNA focus refinement 531 

The Cl1a and Cl2 maps without solvent flattening were used to obtain the mask 532 

corresponding to each DNA strand independently. Each strand was then used for 533 

subtraction keeping only information from the corresponding DNA on the corresponding 534 

experimental images. The subtracted datasets of each DNA strand were then merged. The 535 

resulting dataset was used to perform 2D classifications in order to assess the quality of 536 
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the subtracted dataset (Fig. S9). It was then used to perform a 3D refinement followed by 537 

a 3D classification and final refinement of the best 3D classes (Fig. 3E, Fig. S10). 538 

For the Cl3a compaction states, a cylinder with a diameter corresponding to the lumen of 539 

the relaxed structure was used as mask for subtraction, in order to try to enhance the 540 

information corresponding to the sole DNA. However, the DNA signal remained too 541 

weak. 542 

Structures refinement 543 

The resolution of the EM map enabled to fit the R135 dimeric structure (30) (PDB 4Z24) 544 

into the maps using UCSF Chimera 1.13.1 (69). The qu_143 and qu_946 models were 545 

obtained using SWISS-MODEL (70) (closest PDB homologue: 4Z24). It is only at that 546 

stage that the best fitted qu_946 model was manually inspected and additional N-terminal 547 

residues built using the extra density available in the cryo-EM map of the 5-start compact 548 

reconstruction (Fig. 3). The entire protein shell built using the corresponding helical 549 

parameters were finally fitted into the Cl1a and Cl3a maps and were further refined 550 

against the map using the real-space refinement program in PHENIX 1.18.2 (33) (Fig. S6-551 

7). The qu_143 model was selected to build the entire shell using the Cl2 helical 552 

parameters and symmetry and was further refined using the real-space refinement program 553 

in PHENIX 1.18.2 (33) (Fig. S8). Validations were also performed into PHENIX 1.18.2 554 

(33) using the comprehensive validation program (Table S1). The qu_946 model was 555 

manually corrected and ultimately refined and validated into PHENIX 1.18.2 (33) using 556 

the highest resolution focused refined Cl1a map. In that map the 2 first amino acid are 557 

disordered including the cysteine. 558 

Cryo-electron tomography 559 

Sample preparation 560 

For cryo-ET of the Mimivirus genomic fiber, samples were prepared as described above 561 

for single-particle analysis except that 5 nm colloidal gold fiducial markers (UMC, 562 

Utrecht) were added to the sample right before plunge freezing at a ratio of 1:2 (sample: 563 

fiducial markers).  564 

Data acquisition 565 

Tilt series were acquired using SerialEM (57) on a Titan Krios (Thermo Scientific) 566 

microscope operated at 300 keV and equipped with a K3 direct electron detector and a 567 

GIF BioQuantum energy filter (Gatan). We used the dose-symmetric tilt-scheme (71) 568 

starting at 0° with a 3° increment to +/-60° at a nominal magnification of 64,000x, a pixel 569 

size of 1.4 Å and a total fluence of 150 e-/Å² over the 41 tilts (i.e. ~3.7 e-/Å²/tilt for an 570 

exposure time of 0.8 s fractionated into 0.2 s frames (Table S3).  571 

Data processing 572 

Tilt series were aligned and reconstructed using the IMOD (72). For visualization 573 

purposes, we applied a binning of 8 and SIRT-like filtering from IMOD (72) as well 574 

as a bandpass filter bsoft (73). The tomograms have been deposited on EMPIAR, 575 

accession number 1131 and videos were prepared with Fiji (Fig. 1E-F, Fig. S11 & Tomo. 576 

S1-S4). 577 

Mass spectrometry-based proteomic analysis of Mimivirus virion and genomic fiber 578 

Proteins extracted from total virions and purified fiber were solubilized with Laemmli 579 

buffer (4 volumes of sample with 1 volume of Laemmli 5X - 125 mM Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 580 

10% SDS, 20% glycerol, 25% β-mercaptoethanol and traces of bromophenol blue) and 581 
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heated for 10 min at 95 °C. Three independent infections using 3 different batches of 582 

virions were performed and the genomic fiber was extracted from the resulting viral 583 

particles to analyse three biological replicates. Extracted proteins were stacked in the top 584 

of a SDS-PAGE gel (4-12% NuPAGE, Life Technologies), stained with Coomassie blue 585 

R-250 (Bio-Rad) before in-gel digestion using modified trypsin (Promega, sequencing 586 

grade) as previously described (74). Resulting peptides were analyzed by online 587 

nanoliquid chromatography coupled to tandem MS (UltiMate 3000 RSLCnano and Q-588 

Exactive Plus, Thermo Scientific). Peptides were sampled on a 300 µm x 5 mm PepMap 589 

C18 precolumn and separated on a 75 µm x 250 mm C18 column (Reprosil-Pur 120 C18-590 

AQ, 1.9 μm, Dr. Maisch) using a 60-min gradient for fiber preparations and a 140-min 591 

gradient for virion. MS and MS/MS data were acquired using Xcalibur (Thermo 592 

Scientific). Peptides and proteins were identified using Mascot (version 2.7.0) through 593 

concomitant searches against Mimivirus reunion, classical contaminant databases 594 

(homemade) and the corresponding reversed databases. The Proline software (75) was 595 

used to filter the results: conservation of rank 1 peptides, peptide score ≥ 25, peptide 596 

length ≥ 6, peptide-spectrum-match identification false discovery rate < 1% as calculated 597 

on scores by employing the reverse database strategy, and minimum of 1 specific peptide 598 

per identified protein group. Proline was then used to perform a compilation and MS1-599 

based quantification of the identified protein groups. Intensity-based absolute 600 

quantification (iBAQ) (76)
 
values were calculated from MS intensities of identified 601 

peptides. The viral proteins detected in a minimum of two replicates are reported with 602 

their molecular weight, number of identified peptides, sequence coverage and iBAQ 603 

values in each replicate. The number of copies per fiber for each protein was calculated 604 

according to their iBAQ value based on the GMC-oxidoreductases iBAQ value (see 605 

below, Table S2). Mapping of the identified peptides for the GMC-oxidoreductases are 606 

presented in Fig. S12. 607 

Protein/DNA ratio validation 608 

To compare the theoretical composition of the genomic fiber accommodating a complete 609 

genome with the experimental concentrations in protein and DNA of the sample, we 610 

performed DNA and protein quantification (Qubit fluorometric quantification, Thermo 611 

Fischer Scientific) on two independent samples of the purified genomic fiber. This 612 

returned a concentration of 1.5 ng/µL for the dsDNA and 24 ng/µL for the proteins in one 613 

sample and 10 ng/µL for the dsDNA and 150 ng/µL for the protein in the second sample 614 

(deposited on agarose gel, Fig. S2). Considering that all proteins correspond to the GMC-615 

oxidoreductases subunits (~71 kDa), in the sample there is a molecular ratio of 7.2 616 

dsDNA base pairs per GMC-oxidoreductases subunit in the first sample and 7.68 in the 617 

second. Based on our model, a 5-start genomic fiber containing the complete Mimivirus 618 

genome (1,196,989 bp) should be composed of ~95,000 GMC-oxidoreductases subunits 619 

(~93,000 for a 6-start). This gives a molecular ratio of 12.5 dsDNA base pairs per GMC-620 

oxidoreductase subunit, which would be more than experimentally measured. However, in 621 

the cryo-EM dataset, there are at most 50% of genomic fibers containing the DNA 622 

genome (mostly Cl1), while some DNA strands can be observed attached to the relaxed 623 

genomic fiber Cl3 but the vast majority of released DNA was lost during purification of 624 

the genomic fiber. Applying an estimated loss of 50 % to the total DNA compared to the 625 

measured values, we obtain a ratio, which is in the same order of magnitude of the ones 626 

measured in the purified genomic fiber samples.  627 

Model visualization 628 
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Molecular graphics and analyses were performed with UCSF Chimera 1.13.1 (69) and 629 
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Fig. S1: Negative staining micrographs of opened Mimivirus reunion virions before purification of the 

genomic fiber. (A) Spherical nucleoids (N) released from the capsids upon specific treatment (see methods). (B) 

Dissolved nucleoids expelled from the opened capsids after regular treatment (the region marked with dashed 

lines is enlarged in Fig 1C), all of the opened capsids (>25%) are releasing the condensed genomic fiber. (C) 

Multiple broken genomic fibers can be seen next to debris prior to purification and an isolated Stargate (S). (D-

E) Multiple segments of the flexible genomic fiber are released upon proteolytic treatment of the capsids. (F) 

Example of a long, flexible, genomic fiber released from an open capsid (C). 
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Fig. S2: Agarose gel electrophoresis of the purified genomic fiber 

compared to the viral genomic DNA: M: Molecular weight markers 

(1 kbp DNA Ladder Plus, Euromedex). Lane 1, 100 ng of Mimivirus 

genomic DNA, Lane 2: 200 ng of untreated genomic fiber, Lane 3: 

200 ng of Proteinase K-(PK) treated genomic fiber, Lane 4: 200 ng 

of DNase- and PK-treated genomic fiber, Lane 5: 200 ng of RNase- 

and PK-treated genomic fiber. 
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Fig. S3: Bubblegrams on the Mimivirus genomic fiber. Field of view for genomic fibers either (from top to 

bottom): long and bent, long and straight, long and broken, or a mix of short and broken, subjected to a dose 

series. The total electron flux applied is specified for each field of view. First column: fibers showed after the 

first exposure of 75 e-/Å². Second column: representative micrographs indicating the point at which the first sign 

of radiation damage as “bubbles” inside the fiber (red arrowheads) were detected. Nucleoproteins with high 

nucleic acid content are often more susceptible to bubbling than pure proteinaceous structures. In unfolded 

ribbons (black arrowhead), no bubbles are detected at an accumulated flux of up to 1,125 e-/Å². Scale bars, 

100 nm. Third column: enlarged view where the effect of radiation damage as trapped “bubbles” is more clearly 

visible. 
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Fig. S4: 2D classification. 200 2D classes (6 empty) were obtained after reference-free 2D classification of 

fibers acquired (see methods) for single-particle analysis and extracted with a box size of 500 pixels in Relion 

3.1.0 after motion correction, CTF estimation and manual picking. The 2D classes are representative of the 

different relaxation states of the Mimivirus genomic fiber observed in our highly heterogeneous dataset. 
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Fig. S5: Clustering analysis of the 2D classes. (A) Cross-section model adjusted to one 2D class, representative 

of cluster Cl1b, to estimate the parameters of the widths W1 (external) and W2 (internal). (B) Automatic sorting 

of the 2D classes using the fiber width W1 and pairwise correlations of the 2D classes resulting in 3 main 

clusters (compact, Cl1 in dark blue; intermediate, Cl2 in cyan and relaxed, Cl3 in green and orange). 
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Fig. S6: Workflow of the Cl1a compact helix reconstruction process and fitting. Segment extraction was 

performed with a box size of 400 pixels (pix) binned twice (box size 200 pix, 2.18 Å/pix). The distance between 

consecutive boxes was equal to the axial rise calculated by indexation on the power spectrum. From 2D 

classification with 200 classes, 30 classes were selected for Cl1a after clustering (see methods and Fig. S5). First, 

3D classification was carried out using the segments from 30 2D classes, helical symmetry parameters from the 

power spectrum indexation and a 300 Å featureless cylinder as 3D reference. 3D-refinement of the 4 boxed 3D-

classes was achieved using one low pass filtered 3D class as reference on the unbinned segments. One step of 

focused refinement (with solvent flattening) was performed using a low pass filtered 3D reconstruction (before 

solvent flattening) as reference. 3D-refinement was then performed. The resulting map was then used as model 

for automatic picking. A last 3D-refinement cycle was performed using as reference a featureless cylinder. The 

bottom right graph presents the Fourrier shell correlation (FSC) curves for the final 3D reconstructions (helical 

assembly and asymmetric unit). 
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Fig. S7: Workflow of the Cl3a relaxed helix reconstruction process and fitting. Segment extraction was 

performed with a box size of 400 pixels (pix) binned twice (box size 200 pix, 2.18 Å/pix) using the rise obtained 

from the power spectrum indexation (see methods). From 2D classifications with 200 classes, 42 classes were 

selected for Cl3a after clustering (see methods and Fig. S5). First, 3D classification was carried out using the 42 

2D classes, with D5 symmetry, rise and twist from the power spectrum indexation and a featureless cylinder of 

340 Å as reference. 3D-refinement of the two 3D-classes (red boxes) was achieved using one low pass filtered 

3D class as reference on the unbinned segments. The resulting map was used as model for automatic picking and 

segment extraction. Final 3D-refinement was performed on unbinned segments using as initial reference a 

featureless cylinder with a last step of solvent flattening. 
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Fig. S8: Workflow of the Cl2 helix reconstruction process and fitting. Segment extraction was performed 

with a box size of 400 pixels (pix) binned twice (box size 200 pix, 2.18 Å/pix) using the rise obtained from the 

power spectrum indexation (see methods). From 2D classifications with 200 classes, 12 classes were selected for 

Cl2 based on correlation (see methods and Fig. S5). First, 3D-refinements combining 12 2D classes with solvent 

flattening, were performed with the C3 symmetry, rise and twist from the power spectrum indexation and a 330 

Å featureless cylinder as reference. The resulting map was used as model for automatic picking and segment 

extraction on the unbinned segments. Final 3D-refinement was performed on unbinned segments using as initial 

reference a featureless cylinder with a last step of solvent flattening. 
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Fig. S9: 2D Classification of subtracted segments. 50 2D classes (2 empty) were obtained after reference-free 

2D classification in Relion 3.1.0 of segments (box size of 400 pixels) of the Cl1a genomic fibers after signal 

subtraction to keep only the information of the DNA strands inside the fiber. The 2D classes show the 

enhancement of the signal corresponding to the DNA. 
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Fig. S10: Workflow of the DNA strand focused refinement process. One strand segmented from the 5-start 

compacted map (Cl1a) was low-pass filtered at 20 Å and used as reference for 3D-refinement of the dataset 

corresponding to the merged dataset of the individually subtracted 5 strands. The result of the refinement was 

low-pass filtered at 30 Å and used as reference for 3D-classification. The best 3D class was further refined 

leading to a focused refined map of the DNA strand. 
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Fig. S11: Cryo-ET of Mimivirus genomic fiber. (Upper panel) Slices through tomograms exhibiting different 

features of compact, unwinding and broken genomic fibers of Mimivirus. (A) Slices through a cryo-

tomogram focused on a long and broken fiber. Features of the protein shell are visible in tangential slices (top 

and bottom), while filamentous densities corresponding to DNA strands become visible when slicing deeper 

inside the fiber. Scale bar, 100 nm. (B) A straight filament running along the fiber symmetry axis has been 

observed in several cases (blue rectangle), which may correspond to a single or a bundle of DNA strands 

dissociated from the protein shell. (C) Large amorphous electron dense structures have been observed inside 

the lumen of the fiber (highlighted with purple circles). (D) DNA strands are often observed emanating 

from breaks along the genomic fiber, partially disassembling (indicated with yellow arrowheads). (E) Detail 

of the central slices through the genomic fibers showed in the third depicted slice in A-D. Thickness of the 

slices is 1.1 nm. Distance between the tomographic slices (from top to bottom) is 4.4 nm between the first and 

second and the fourth and fifth, and 6.6 nm between the third and second or fourth. The scheme on the left 

represents a cross-section of a cartoon representation of the 5-start genomic fiber depicted as a cylinder 

containing 5 strands of coloured DNA internally lining the helical protein shell. It also indicates the plane 

through which the genomic fiber is viewed as 2D slices extracted from the tomograms in Tomo. S1 (A), Tomo. 

S2 (B), Tomo. S3 (C), and Tomo. S4 (D). Scale bars (B, C, D), 50 nm. 
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Fig. S12: Comparison of sequence coverages for qu_946 (A) and qu_143 (B) obtained by MS-based proteomic 

analysis of genomic fibers and total virions. Identified peptides are highlighted in red, blue and grey when 

identified respectively in three, two and one replicate of the purified genomic fiber. 
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Table S1: Mimivirus Reunion genomic fibers data statistics (33) 
Mimivirus Reunion 5-start fiber 6-start fiber 

 Asymmetric unit  

(Cl1a) 

Compacted helix 

(Cl1a) 

Relaxed helix 

(Cl3a) 
(Cl2) 

Dimensions and symmetries 

 Protein shell width 

 (external, internal) (Å) 
- 286.2, 117.7 324.5, 168.5 312.0, 151.4 

 Shell thickness (Å) - 84.2 78 80.3 

 DNA ring diameter  

 (external, internal) (Å) 
- 132.0, 93.15 - 163.6, 124.4 

 Spacing Shell-DNA - 5.5 - 4.8 

3D Refinement (Fig. S6-8) 

 Symmetry imposed  C1 Helical Helical, D5 Helical, C3 

 Helical parameters 

 (rise, twist) 
- 7.93 Å, -221.075° 31.11 Å, -23.975° 20.47 Å, 49.43° 

 Initial particle images 

(#)  
418,041 418,041 107,004 162,379 

 Final particle images 

(#)  
95,722 121.429 11,958 8,479 

Initial model used 

Low-pass filtered 

reconstruction from 

subtracted segments 

Featureless cylinder 

 Model resolution  

 (Å) (masked) 
3.3 3.7 3.7 4.0 

 FSC threshold  0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Asymmetric unit model statistics 

 Model composition 

Non-hydrogen atoms 9,996 10,072 4,998 10,124 

Protein residues 1,290 1,300 645 1,298 

 R.m.s. deviations  

Bond lengths (Å) 0.008 (0) 0.007 (0) 0.006 (0) 0.006 (0) 

Bond angles (°) 1.134 (0) 1.194 (10) 0.846 (1) 0.802 (0) 

  Validation 

MolProbity score 2.18 2.73 2.36 2.16 

Clashscore 8.20 16.18 17.12 14.27 

Rotamers outliers (%) 2.05 4.61 1.49 0.00 

  Ramachandran plot  

Favoured (%) 91.60 91.13 91.76 91.58 

Allowed (%) 8.40 8.87 8.24 8.42 

Disallowed (%) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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Table S2: Mass spectrometry-based proteomic analysis of A] three independent preparations of Mimivirus genomic fiber and B] one sample 

of purified Mimivirus virions. (ND: Not detected). RNA polymerase subunits are marked in red. 

A 

accession protein name 
molecular 
weight 

peptides 
Coverage 
% 

iBAQ R1 iBAQ R2 iBAQ R3 Copies/fiber 
Standard 
deviation 

qu_946 GMC oxidoreductase  78892 59 65.88 25605966 59667499 95078727 
95378  

qu_143 GMC-type oxidoreductase  76945 49 56.27 5056660 27839892 10688103 
qu_734 hypothetical protein  23302 5 29.28 2567070 6045037 7467041 7102 768 
qu_313 kinesin-like protein  339986 135 37.95 29583 473 3596453 1112 1846 
qu_446 Major capsid protein D13L  66124 21 38.21 246585 836883 690005 767 145 
qu_431 Core protein  75338 19 21.79 142618 31426 1026459 468 446 
qu_572 VVI8 helicase  79516 17 24.03 221920 ND 106288 393 420 
qu_772 hypothetical protein  24047 8 34.4 108330 670995 86097 382 329 
qu_384 Thioredoxin  39459 9 14.74 175615 238801 302348 360 162 
qu_738 hypothetical protein  39948 6 15.54 150035 93504 379485 304 185 
qu_196 putative amine oxidase  56642 11 26.52 36721 500469 23509 227 280 
qu_76 collagen-like protein 1  91015 6 5.25 37893 478053 38102 224 260 
qu_245 RNA polymerase subunit 5  23541 7 31.22 75069 45112 307708 187 121 
qu_623 hypothetical protein  29447 3 8.49 100753 178920 19727 175 149 
qu_351 hypothetical protein  30607 1 2.64 53353 180588 177860 174 20 
qu_231 Topoisomerase I  96906 11 15.69 100666 ND 39460 174 196 
qu_685 hypothetical protein  19573 1 7.57 70350 46933 ND 135 119 

qu_366 
Regulator of chromosome 
condensation  

107437 11 14.33 57761 89643 109833 125 47 

qu_409 hypothetical protein  30040 3 11.32 26557 142452 28594 88 65 
qu_368 hypothetical protein  56316 4 8.04 30458 98708 64453 87 26 

qu_493 

DNA directed RNA 
polymerase subunit 
(Rpb3/11) 

41630 8 24.09 30508 16795 162795 87 65 

qu_268 hypothetical protein  38970 3 8.99 31211 36923 130386 85 40 
qu_261-259-
257-255 

DNA directed RNA 
polymerase subunit 2  

135691 13 11.57 28814 21461 113619 72 42 

qu_752 orphan 34452 4 9.27 23162 2162 146936 69 65 
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qu_880 hypothetical protein  49215 5 9.93 21357 93652 39853 68 33 
qu_464 hypothetical protein  139105 12 9.37 39403 16346 68323 67 53 
qu_753 hypothetical protein  49938 6 12.86 14018 ND 93259 64 29 

qu_379 
DNA-directed RNA 
polymerase II subunit N  

8860 2 35.62 29494 14124 93245 64 42 

qu_544 hypothetical protein  10721 2 11.83 26508 56949 47381 62 20 
qu_424 hypothetical protein  87443 12 12.07 12589 610 158643 61 74 

qu_530-532 
DNA directed RNA 
polymerase II subunit 1  

119306 8 6.23 18279 10404 86427 49 34 

qu_219 
DNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase subunit Rpb9  

22289 2 19.79 11155 ND 51304 40 8 

qu_773 hypothetical protein  26538 2 8.48 15353 32905 19722 34 15 
qu_495 hypothetical protein  199755 11 6.59 10508 11663 53398 31 18 
qu_629 Thiol oxidoreductase E10R  34053 2 7.19 ND 39151 11930 27 23 
qu_582 hypothetical protein  16640 1 12.57 12335 12718 18499 23 13 

qu_508 
ankyrin repeat-containing 
protein  

219141 5 2 2519 ND 35112 20 17 

qu_947 
endonuclease/exonuclease/
phosphatase  

79875 1 1.72 3834 24132 8897 15 10 

qu_710 
Collagen triple helix repeat 
containing protein  

191259 1 0.58 3963 25823 1854 14 13 

qu_371 
transcription termination 
factor  

95426 4 6 9662 2229 8306 13 15 

qu_686 
NHL repeat-containing 
protein  

43392 1 2 3438 15317 11025 12 4 

qu_420 hypothetical protein  39401 1 3.12 6273 5066 12842 12 7 

qu_347 
Early transcription factor 
large subunit  

245225 3 1.89 3038 ND 7791 8 2 

qu_585 hypothetical protein  56754 1 2.51 ND 7107 3281 5 3 
qu_546 hypothetical protein  86695 1 2.61 ND 2195 3619 3 1 
qu_709 collagen-like protein 6  141539 1 1.21 ND 2012 1539 2 1 
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B 
accession protein name molecular weight peptides Coverage % iBAQ 
qu_446 Major capsid protein D13L  66124 69 94.84 210053824 

qu_143 GMC-type oxidoreductase  76945 78 93.73 186790085 

qu_685 hypothetical protein  19573 6 32.43 174911824 

qu_544 hypothetical protein  10721 6 43.01 120277696 

qu_582 hypothetical protein  16640 5 40.72 116093496 
qu_464 hypothetical protein  139105 125 67.04 107226726 

qu_431 Core protein  75338 91 80.64 101971100 

qu_773 hypothetical protein  26538 23 78.12 99393566 

qu_669 Orphan 5784 2 98.33 92508352 

qu_384 Thioredoxin  39459 27 53.47 66455090 
qu_772 hypothetical protein  24047 22 86.24 53127153 

qu_482 hypothetical protein  21099 14 64.36 45300565 

qu_366 Regulator of chromosome condensation  107437 41 47.15 43178787 

qu_946 GMC oxidoreductase  78892 50 77.67 41561796 

qu_589 hypothetical protein  17955 10 81.88 32465195 
qu_600 hypothetical protein  37211 38 70 28534896 

qu_736 hypothetical protein  40921 26 77.54 28136889 

qu_657 hypothetical protein  28864 2 7.43 27887883 

qu_686 NHL repeat-containing protein  43392 20 75.75 27407813 

qu_738 hypothetical protein  39948 9 18.08 25518798 
qu_734 hypothetical protein  23302 8 31.53 25487740 

qu_409 hypothetical protein  30040 18 82.64 25169756 

qu_757 hypothetical protein  21968 11 72.16 24470704 

qu_480 hypothetical protein  21376 12 70.9 23375851 

qu_268 hypothetical protein  38970 34 85.22 20235521 
qu_465 thioredoxin domain-containing protein  19438 11 43.29 19680372 

qu_368 hypothetical protein  56316 38 67.22 15678817 

qu_585 hypothetical protein  56754 26 56.56 15502792 

qu_351 hypothetical protein  30607 16 66.42 13371044 

qu_684 hypothetical protein  30286 6 59.34 13325675 
qu_345 hypothetical protein  39318 17 33.62 13075398 
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qu_511 putative PAN domain-containing protein  24425 4 22.87 12445425 

qu_515 hypothetical protein  25475 16 57.01 12413518 

qu_514 hypothetical protein  63202 25 27.91 11786549 

qu_420 hypothetical protein  39401 12 16.48 11185321 

qu_423 hypothetical protein  91000 31 40.42 11166382 

qu_775 hypothetical protein  32226 12 21.88 10813839 
qu_307 Ricin-type lectin protein  22911 3 30.05 10519539 

qu_824 putative PAN domain-containing protein  22435 4 29 10383817 

qu_543 hypothetical protein  18141 3 22.62 9999289 

qu_828 hypothetical protein  28776 13 68.09 9907607 

qu_752 Orphan 34452 8 20.77 9661887 
qu_367 hypothetical protein  21736 5 51.28 9189856 

qu_644 hypothetical protein  37344 21 67.77 8623543 

qu_623 hypothetical protein  29447 13 76.83 8397789 

qu_557 putative triacylglycerol lipase  38826 36 80.99 8251842 

qu_529 hypothetical protein glt_00638  9907 3 32.53 7975426 
qu_500 Orphan 11233 2 24.49 7372987 

qu_509 hypothetical protein  19344 9 44.12 7320892 

qu_245 RNA polymerase subunit 5  23541 18 77.56 6774205 

qu_767 hypothetical protein  37663 22 52.77 6545302 

qu_683 low complexity hypothetical protein  47185 6 22.28 6521862 
qu_692 hypothetical protein  26417 16 96.48 5818265 

qu_616 uncharacterized N-acetyltransferase  46994 21 53.07 5610844 

qu_617 hypothetical protein  11815 4 43.93 5271258 

qu_629 Thiol oxidoreductase E10R  34053 16 56.85 5134527 

qu_169 hypothetical protein  51058 27 65.59 4990008 
qu_530-532 DNA directed RNA polymerase II subunit 1  119306 67 54.07 4778589 

qu_646 uncharacterized cupin RmlC-type domain protein  18499 7 47.5 4728743 

qu_280 uncharacterized WD repeat-containing protein  153562 25 25.85 4670418 

qu_64 hypothetical protein  21868 5 20 4542134 

qu_70 uncharacterized virion-associated membrane protein  39117 11 52.68 4370076 
qu_880 hypothetical protein  49215 20 51.27 4315781 

qu_371 Transcription termination factor  95426 48 62.67 4179959 
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qu_261-259-
257-255 DNA directed RNA polymerase subunit 2  135691 59 53.9 4071877 

qu_454 hypothetical protein  17244 4 64.78 4031133 

qu_748 hypothetical protein  22233 7 57.14 3838958 

qu_578 hypothetical protein  23850 5 17.37 3754039 

qu_328 hypothetical protein  8110 2 40.85 3683040 
qu_681 hypothetical protein  34943 3 9.52 3595732 

qu_495 hypothetical protein  199755 90 53.82 3589218 

qu_737 hypothetical protein  32336 8 39.27 3565424 

qu_493 DNA directed RNA polymerase subunit  41630 18 44.26 3551856 

qu_55 hypothetical protein  8296 3 39.19 3403650 
qu_546 hypothetical protein  86695 50 68.72 3333680 

qu_625 putative prolyl 4-hydroxylase  27901 9 45.87 3078983 

qu_267 hypothetical protein  28538 3 14.55 3058533 

qu_344 uncharacterized myristoylated membrane protein  29395 4 39.93 2959488 

qu_769 putative chemotaxis protein CheD  31169 10 41.85 2945006 
qu_196 putative amine oxidase  56642 19 43.81 2924113 

qu_313 kinesin-like protein  339986 139 53.33 2911617 

qu_220 DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit 6  46141 11 30.75 2885042 

qu_525 probable zinc-type alcohol dehydrogenase-like protein  47354 14 35.78 2756323 

qu_424 hypothetical protein  87443 37 54.11 2688682 
qu_205 probable glutaredoxin  12084 7 69.81 2630248 

qu_519 hypothetical protein  20432 5 32.96 2620066 

qu_404 probable mRNA-capping enzyme  136590 56 54.96 2518068 

qu_361 poxvirus polyA polymerase catalytic subunit-like protein  67815 32 47.76 2471347 

qu_398 DNA-directed RNA polymerase subunit  22532 10 61.31 2407246 
qu_204 DNA topoisomerase 1b  39906 18 50 2271146 

qu_405 divergent methyltransferase  40370 12 36.21 2145355 

qu_618 hypothetical protein  11580 3 45.63 2106599 

qu_419 hypothetical protein MIMI_R398  41246 11 37.85 1998969 

qu_753 hypothetical protein  49938 20 50.71 1926494 
qu_349 hypothetical protein  9695 2 30.59 1882708 

qu_924 hypothetical protein  39477 17 55 1858931 
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qu_170 hypothetical protein  50940 22 60.05 1822949 

qu_325 putative protein phosphatase 2C  33565 8 31.16 1764492 

qu_477 hypothetical protein  142243 46 43.99 1761589 

qu_724 putative serine/threonine-protein kinase  80157 24 42.8 1721199 

qu_508 ankyrin repeat-containing protein  219141 76 52.37 1649278 

qu_697 hypothetical protein  62887 26 54.9 1622542 
qu_399 putative NTPase  134005 47 47.17 1596235 

qu_338 probable DNA polymerase family X  40598 21 53.11 1530525 

qu_329 hypothetical protein  10979 3 45.26 1520464 

qu_486 hypothetical protein  32747 7 27.76 1436853 

qu_246 hypothetical protein  17750 6 62.16 1391920 
qu_390 probable FAD-linked sulfhydryl oxidase  16981 7 62.24 1379940 

qu_747 Serpin  46879 17 50.87 1379737 

qu_639 structural PPIase-like protein  26569 8 31.62 1216625 

qu_379 DNA-directed RNA polymerase II subunit N  8860 2 54.79 1197770 

qu_438 hypothetical protein  56175 16 34.42 1173947 
qu_643 hypothetical protein  38822 4 12.95 1169692 

qu_547 hypothetical protein  76930 23 53.69 1163885 

qu_932 putative lipocalin  19105 3 14.79 1096271 

qu_347 Early transcription factor large subunit  245225 65 37.11 1085524 

qu_656 putative tyrosine-protein phosphatase  24840 5 24.06 991502 
qu_770 putative bifunctional metalloprotease/ubiquitin-protein ligase  100069 20 34.86 960569 

qu_572 VVI8 helicase  79516 21 42.01 920005 

qu_76 collagen-like protein 1  91015 3 3.61 914169 

qu_682 phosphatidylethanolamine-binding protein-like protein  16882 9 83.92 864819 

qu_596 putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase  66972 19 46.42 819446 
qu_376 putative thiol protease  34896 13 60.93 766743 

qu_563 hypothetical protein  59781 16 34.06 760199 

qu_378 hypothetical protein  57328 7 20.32 734789 

qu_327 Uncharacterized protein L309 36716 3 11.53 720399 

qu_231 Topoisomerase I  96906 21 29.86 708206 
qu_219 DNA-dependent RNA polymerase subunit Rpb9  22289 2 19.79 683379 

qu_430 hypothetical protein  20862 4 38.38 662120 
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qu_383 hypothetical protein  30954 4 29.01 649615 

qu_346 uncharacterized metallopeptidase WLM domain protein  22781 6 37.56 599956 

qu_23 hypothetical protein  21233 3 19.13 592113 

qu_558 XRN 5'-3' exonuclease  93111 24 35.92 573028 

qu_421 F10-like kinase  54385 11 27.84 550330 

qu_312 peptidase C19 subfamily protein  51173 9 28.76 538715 
qu_496 hypothetical protein  30933 5 35.91 521884 

qu_324 hypothetical protein  19980 3 28.4 510212 

qu_412 hypothetical protein  89610 12 23.59 486614 

qu_335 probable formamidopyrimidine-DNA glycosylase  33463 13 60.63 456129 

qu_900 hypothetical protein  11477 3 31 455575 
qu_382 hypothetical protein  21290 7 44.63 455329 

qu_638 hypothetical protein  11215 1 12.63 448838 

qu_320 putative serine/threonine-protein kinase  47356 7 26.7 387208 

qu_678 hypothetical protein  59156 5 12.36 370254 

qu_322 NAD-dependent DNA ligase  72056 12 30.19 370074 
qu_373 hypothetical protein  33827 8 42.81 324966 

qu_584 hypothetical protein  35586 7 21.75 313721 

qu_571 hypothetical protein  32361 9 24.73 296379 

qu_411 hypothetical protein  127231 13 16.9 270613 

qu_221 hypothetical protein  45001 7 18.49 243762 
qu_762 hypothetical protein  13377 2 21.74 237330 

qu_729 Uncharacterized protein L684 56486 7 20.41 226886 

qu_663 hypothetical protein  36625 5 20.19 206880 

qu_568 putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase  51600 7 24.49 190886 

qu_750 hypothetical protein  16574 2 15.56 169202 
qu_768 endonuclease VIII-like protein  37647 3 10.09 156676 

qu_733 endonuclease for the repair of UV-irradiated DNA  39578 5 23.01 154909 

qu_513 hypothetical protein  10593 2 45.16 153955 

qu_434 hypothetical protein  42079 5 20.56 144052 

qu_350 hypothetical protein  20898 3 28.81 142240 
qu_440 uncharacterized short-chain type dehydrogenase/reductase  37903 3 13.16 132212 

qu_576 Chain A2C A Megaviridae Orfan Gene Encodes A New Nucleotidyl 45873 6 18.6 111651 
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Transferase 4AMQ_A 

qu_227 hypothetical protein  87553 8 16.8 99165 

qu_388 putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase  208612 17 15.01 89684 

qu_394 hypothetical protein  29429 2 9.6 89379 

qu_484 hypothetical protein  24362 1 3.83 81052 

qu_668 Bulb-type mannose-specific lectin  21574 1 14.07 78249 
qu_393 putative ankyrin repeat protein  90149 3 3.92 76679 

qu_909 hypothetical protein  36665 3 13.02 68006 

qu_475 hypothetical protein  52379 2 13.12 63506 

qu_466 putative ADP-ribosyl glycohydrolase  58740 3 9.75 58759 

qu_620 hypothetical protein  44621 2 6.55 56022 
qu_395 uncharacterized glycosyltransferase  29888 2 13.94 52627 

qu_315 putative endonuclease 4  32949 2 14.58 51762 

qu_536 hypothetical protein  36584 1 4.06 45593 

qu_297 hypothetical protein  14835 2 11.11 40398 

qu_291 hypothetical protein  23506 1 5.19 39136 
qu_243 putative Zn-dependent peptidase  50666 2 4.09 37619 

qu_710 Collagen triple helix repeat containing protein  191259 2 2.25 25872 

qu_709 collagen-like protein 6  141539 2 3.35 22882 

qu_225 RAS family GTPase  23738 1 5.31 20950 

qu_248 Collagen triple helix repeat containing protein  44720 1 2.72 20679 
qu_492 putative bifunctional polynucleotide phosphatase/kinase  49171 2 8.08 15756 

qu_963 putative Fe2OG oxygenase family oxidoreductase  25167 1 6.19 15033 

qu_418 hypothetical protein  64964 1 3.34 14304 

qu_461 Capsid protein  69341 2 4.57 11635 

qu_665 hypothetical protein  25427 1 7.49 ND 
qu_207 collagen triple helix repeat containing protein  131064 1 1.44 ND 
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Table S3: Data acquisition parameters for Cryo-EM 

 Single-particle analysis Tomograms Bubblegrams 

Hardware  

Microscope Titan Krios Titan Krios Titan Krios 

Detector K2 K3 K3 

Accelerating voltage (kV) 300 300 300 

Pixel size (Å) 1.09 1.40 1.09 

Data acquisition parameters  

Nominal magnification 130,000 64,000 81,000 

Square pixel (Å²) 1.1881 3.24 1.1881 

Dose per physical pixel per 

second 

7.5 15 15 

Flux (e-/Å²/s) 6.3 4.6 12.64 

Exposure time (s) 8 0.8 2-6 

Total exposure (e-/Å²) 50.5 3.68 25-75 

Number of frames 40 4 20-60 

Dose per frame (e-/Å²) 1.25 0.92 1.25 

Defocus range (µm) -1 to -3 -2 to -4 -3 to -5 

Apertures (Size in microns)  

C1 2,000 2,000 2,000 

C2 70 50 50 

Microprobe/Nanoprobe Np Np Np 

Objective aperture size (µm) 100 100 100 

Energy filter  

Slit (eV) 20 20 20 
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Video S1: Superimposition of the DNA model on a tomogram slice. 1] one slice of 

the tomogram where helical strings can be recognized, 2] One strand of the DNA 

model superimposed on one helical string, 3] 5-start DNA model superimposed on the 

strings. Scale bar 50 nm. 
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Video S2: Illustration of the fit of the GMC-oxidoreductase into the asymmetric unit focused 

refined Cl1a map. 

View of the overall fit of the GMC-oxidoreductase qu_146 refined model into the Cl1a 

map with a zoom on the FAD ligand into the map. The video has been made in Chimera 

1.14. 
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Video S3: Illustration of the relaxation of the genomic fiber: The relaxation of the helical structure 

from Cl1a to Cl3a induces a loss of the DNA strands prior to the loss of one start of the 

protein shell after another once the fully relaxed structure appears as a ribbon. The 

RNA polymerase is shown in cyan. This video is based on two helical structures 

described in this work, at relaxing states corresponding to Cl1a and Cl3a, while all 

intermediate states were obtained by linear interpolation of the helical parameters.  
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